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APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR CONTROLLING AN END-EFFECTOR ASSEMBLY

FIELD

[0001] The present specification here relates in general to a field of robotic instruments, and

more particularly, to a robotic system for use in surgery.

BACKGROUND

[0002] With the gradual transition of medical surgery from the conventional process of

making a long incision in the patient's body for performing a surgery to the next generation of

surgery, i.e. minimal invasive surgery (MIS), continuous research is going on to develop and

integrate robotic instruments in a system which can be used for MIS purposes. Such integration

can help a surgeon perform a surgery in a substantially error-free manner, and at the same time

work in a realistic environment that gives the surgeon a feel of conventional surgery.

SUMMARY

[0003] In accordance with an aspect of the invention, there is provided an apparatus for

controlling an end-effector assembly. The apparatus includes a first elongated element having a

first end and a second end. The first end of the first elongated element is configured to engage

the end-effector assembly. The second end of the first elongated element is configured to

engage a drive assembly. The apparatus further includes a first motion transfer mechanism

disposed at the first end of the first elongated element. The first motion transfer mechanism is

configured to transfer a rotational motion of the first elongated element to a first motion of the

end-effector assembly. Furthermore, the apparatus includes a second motion transfer

mechanism disposed at the second end of the first elongated element. The second motion

transfer mechanism is configured to transfer a first motion of the drive assembly to the rotational

motion of the first elongated element.

[0004] The apparatus may further include a second elongated element having first and

second ends. The first end of the second elongated element may be configured to engage the

end-effector assembly. The second end of the second elongated element may be configured to

engage the drive assembly.



[0005] The second elongated element may be configured to adjust a roll of the end-effector

assembly.

[0006] The apparatus may further include a third motion transfer mechanism disposed at

the first end of the second elongated element. The third motion transfer mechanism may be

configured to transfer a rotational motion of the second elongated element to a second motion

of the end-effector assembly. The apparatus may also include a fourth motion transfer

mechanism disposed at the second end of the second elongated element. The fourth motion

transfer mechanism may be configured to transfer a second motion of the drive assembly to the

rotational motion of the second elongated element.

[0007] The first elongated element may include a first tube.

[0008] The second elongated element may include a second tube.

[0009] The first elongated element may be nested within the second tube.

[0010] The first elongated element may be configured to rotate independently from the

second tube.

[0011] The first motion transfer mechanism of the first elongated element may include a

plurality of teeth.

[0012] The plurality of teeth of the first elongated element may be configured to mate with a

first plurality of teeth of the end-effector assembly.

[0013] The third motion transfer mechanism of the second elongated element may include a

plurality of teeth.

[0014] The plurality of teeth of the second elongated element may be configured to mate

with a second plurality of teeth of the end-effector assembly.

[0015] The first elongated element may include a flexible portion.

[0016] The first elongated element may include stainless steel.

[0017] The flexible portion of the first elongated element may be laser cut to increase

flexibility.

[0018] The second elongated element may include a flexible portion.

[0019] The second elongated element may include stainless steel.

[0020] The flexible portion of the second elongated element may be laser cut to increase



flexibility.

[0021] The apparatus may further include a third elongated element having first and second

ends. The first end of the third elongated element may be configured to engage the end-

effector assembly. The second end of the third elongated element may be configured to engage

the drive assembly.

[0022] The third elongated element may be configured to adjust a roll of the end-effector

assembly.

[0023] The third elongated element may include a third tube.

[0024] The first and second elongated elements may be nested within the third tube.

[0025] The first elongated element may be configured to rotate independently from the third

tube.

[0026] The apparatus may be configured to provide a coarse motion proximate to the end-

effector assembly.

[0027] The apparatus may further include a plurality of cables to control the coarse motion.

[0028] The apparatus may further include a rigid outer cover.

[0029] The rigid outer cover may be fixed.

[0030] The plurality of cables may be disposed between the rigid outer cover and the first

elongated element.

[0031] The apparatus may further include an electrical wire extending through the first tube.

[0032] At least one elongated element may be electrically conductive.

[0033] In accordance with another aspect of the invention, there is an end-effector

assembly. The assembly includes a first working member configured to engage a first

elongated element. Furthermore, the assembly includes a motion transfer mechanism disposed

on the first working member. The motion transfer mechanism is configured to transfer a

rotational motion of the first elongated element to a motion of the first working member.

[0034] The assembly may further include a connector. The connector may be configured to

connect to a second elongated element. The second elongated element may provide a

rotational motion to adjust a roll of the end-effector assembly.

[0035] The assembly may further include a second working member configured to engage a



second elongated element. In addition, the assembly may further include a motion transfer

mechanism disposed on the second working member. The motion transfer mechanism mat be

configured to transfer a rotational motion of the second elongated element to a motion of the

second working member.

[0036] The motion transfer mechanism of the first working member may include a plurality

of teeth.

[0037] The plurality of teeth of the first working member may be configured to mate with a

plurality of teeth of the first elongated element.

[0038] The motion transfer mechanism of the second working member may include a

plurality of teeth.

[0039] The plurality of teeth of the second working member may be configured to mate with

a plurality of teeth of the second elongated element.

[0040] The first working member may include a first jaw.

[0041] The motion of the first working member may include opening and closing the first

jaw.

[0042] The second working member may include a second jaw.

[0043] The motion of the second working member may include opening and closing the

second jaw.

[0044] In accordance with another aspect of the invention, there is provided a drive

assembly configured to connect to a rotatable elongated element. The drive assembly includes

a drive mechanism configured to engage the rotatable elongated element. Furthermore, the

drive assembly includes a motion transfer mechanism disposed on the drive mechanism. The

motion transfer mechanism is configured to transfer a motion of the drive mechanism to a

rotational motion of the rotatable elongated element.

[0045] The motion transfer mechanism may include a plurality of teeth.

[0046] The plurality of teeth may be configured to mate with a plurality of teeth of the

rotatable elongated element.

[0047] The drive mechanism may include an electric motor.

[0048] In accordance with another aspect of the invention, there is provided a robotic

instrument having first and second ends. The robotic instrument includes an end-effector



assembly disposed at the first end of the robotic instrument, the end-effector assembly

comprising a first working member. Furthermore, the robotic instrument includes a drive

assembly disposed at the second end of the robotic instrument. In addition, the robotic

instrument includes a first elongated element having a first end and a second end, the first end

of the first elongated element engaged with the end-effector assembly and the second end of

the first elongated element engaged with a drive assembly such that rotation of the first

elongated element causes the first working member of the end-effector assembly to move.

[0049] The robotic instrument may further include a second elongated element having first

and second ends. The first end of the second elongated element may be engaged with the end-

effector assembly. The second end of the second elongated element may be engaged with the

drive assembly.

[0050] Rotation of the second elongated element may adjust a roll of the end-effector

assembly.

[0051] he end-effector assembly may further include a second working member. Rotation of

the second elongated element may cause the second working member of the end-effector

assembly to move.

[0052] The first elongated element may include a first tube.

[0053] The second elongated element may include a second tube.

[0054] The first elongated element may be nested within the second tube.

[0055] The first elongated element may be connected to the end-effector assembly with a

gear mechanism.

[0056] The second elongated element may be connected to the end-effector assembly with

a gear mechanism.

[0057] The first elongated element may include a flexible portion.

[0058] The first elongated element may include stainless steel.

[0059] The flexible portion of the first elongated element may be laser cut to increase

flexibility.

[0060] The second elongated element may include a flexible portion.

[0061] The second elongated element may include stainless steel.

[0062] The flexible portion of the second elongated element may be laser cut to increase



flexibility.

[0063] The robotic instrument may further include a third elongated element having first and

second ends. The first end of the third elongated element may be configured to engage the

end-effector assembly. The second end of the third elongated element may be configured to

engage the drive assembly.

[0064] The third elongated element may be configured to adjust a roll of the end-effector

assembly.

[0065] The third elongated element may include a third tube.

[0066] The first and second elongated elements may be nested within the third tube.

[0067] The robotic instrument may be configured to provide a coarse motion proximate to

the end-effector assembly.

[0068] The robotic instrument may further include a plurality of cables to control the coarse

motion.

[0069] The robotic instrument may further include a rigid outer cover.

[0070] The rigid outer cover may be fixed.

[0071] The plurality of cables may be disposed between the rigid outer cover and the first

elongated element.

[0072] The robotic instrument may further include an electrical wire extending through the

first tube.

[0073] At least one elongated element may be electrically conductive.

[0074] The robotic instrument may further include a fixed outer cover.

[0075] In accordance with an aspect of the invention, there is provided a method for

controlling an end-effector assembly at the end of a robotic instrument. The method involves

rotating a first elongated element using a drive assembly, wherein the first elongated element is

engaged with the drive assembly. The method further involves transferring a rotational motion

of the first elongated element to move a first working member of the end-effector assembly.

[0076] The method may further involve rotating a second elongated element using the drive

assembly. The second elongated element may be engaged with the drive assembly.

[0077] Rotating the second elongated element may adjust a roll of the end-effector



assembly.

[0078] Rotating the second elongated element may move a second working member of the

end-effector assembly.

[0079] Rotating a first elongated element may involve rotating a first tube.

[0080] Rotating a second elongated element may involve rotating a second tube.

[0081] The first elongated element may be nested within the second tube.

[0082] The method may further involve flexing a flexible portion of the first elongated

element.

[0083] The first elongated element may include stainless steel.

[0084] The flexible portion of the first elongated element may be laser cut to increase

flexibility.

[0085] The method may further involve flexing a flexible portion of the second elongated

element.

[0086] The second elongated element may include stainless steel.

[0087] The flexible portion of the second elongated element may be laser cut to increase

flexibility.

[0088] The method may further involve rotating a third elongated element using the drive

assembly. The third elongated element may be engaged with the drive assembly and wherein

rotating the third elongated element adjusts a roll of the end-effector assembly.

[0089] The third elongated element may include a third tube.

[0090] The first and second elongated elements may be nested within the third tube.

[0091] The method may further involve controlling a coarse motion of the first end of the first

elongated element.

[0092] Controlling may involve applying tension to a plurality of cables.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0093] Reference will now be made, by way of example only, to the accompanying drawings

in which:



[0094] Figure 1 is a perspective view of an operating theater according to an

embodiment;

[0095] Figure 2 is a perspective view of a robotic instrument in accordance with an

embodiment;

[0096] Figure 3 is another perspective view of the robotic instrument with the working

member in an open position in accordance with the embodiment of

Figure 2 ;

[0097] Figure 4 is perspective view of a drive assembly of the robotic instrument in

accordance with the embodiment of Figure 2 ;

[0098] Figure 5 is a perspective view of a robotic instrument in accordance with another

embodiment;

[0099] Figure 6 is another perspective view of the robotic instrument in accordance with

the embodiment of Figure 5 with a cutaway portion;

[00100] Figure 7 is a cross sectional view of a robotic instrument in accordance with the

embodiment of Figure 5 through the line A-A;

[00101] Figure 8 is perspective view of a drive assembly of the robotic instrument in

accordance with the embodiment of Figure 5;

[00102] Figure 9 is a view showing the a movement of the robotic instrument of Figure 5 ;

[00103] Figure 10 is a perspective view of a robotic instrument in accordance with another

embodiment;

[00104] Figure 11 is another perspective view of the robotic instrument in accordance with

the embodiment of Figure 10;

[00105] Figure 12 is a perspective view of a robotic instrument in accordance with another

embodiment;

[00106] Figure 13 is another perspective view of the robotic instrument in accordance with

the embodiment of Figure 12 with a cutaway portion;

[00107] Figure 14 is a cross sectional view of a robotic instrument in accordance with the

embodiment of Figure 12 through the line B-B;

[00108] Figure 15 is perspective view of a drive assembly of the robotic instrument in

accordance with the embodiment of Figure 12;



[00109] Figure 16 is a view showing the a movement of the robotic instrument of Figure 12;

[00110] Figure 17 is a perspective view of a robotic instrument in accordance with another

embodiment;

[00111] Figure 18 is another perspective view of the robotic instrument in accordance with

the embodiment of Figure 17 with a cutaway portion;

[00112] Figure 19 is a perspective view of a robotic instrument in accordance with another

embodiment;

[00113] Figure 20 is a perspective view showing the a movement of a robotic instrument in

accordance with another embodiment;

[00114] Figure 2 1 is a perspective view showing the another movement of a robotic

instrument in accordance with the embodiment of Figure 20;

[00115] Figure 22 is a perspective view showing the a movement of a robotic instrument in

accordance with another embodiment;

[00116] Figure 23 is a perspective view showing the another movement of a robotic

instrument in accordance with the embodiment of Figure 22;

[00117] Figure 24 is a perspective view of a robotic instrument in accordance with another

embodiment; and

[00118] Figure 25 is a perspective view of a portion of a robotic instrument in accordance

with another embodiment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS

[00119] Referring to Figure 1, a schematic representation of an operating theater for Minimal

Invasive Surgery (MIS) is shown at 100. It is to be understood that the operating theater 100 is

purely exemplary and it will be apparent to those skilled in the art that a variety of operating

theaters are contemplated. The operating theater 100 includes a surgical table 104 and a

surgical system 108. The surgical table 104 includes a surface 112 supported by a base 116. It

is to be understood that the surgical table 104 is not particularly limited to any particular

structural configuration. A patient P rests on the surface 112. The surgical system 108 includes

a base unit 120, an input device 124, a robotic arm 128, and at least one robotic instrument 132

with an end-effector assembly 136.



[00120] In a present embodiment, the base unit 120 is generally configured to support and

control the robotic arm 128 in response to input control signals from input device 124 under the

control of a surgeon or other medical professional. In terms of providing physical support, the

base unit 120 is mechanically structured to support the robotic arm 128, the robotic instrument

132, and their associated movements. For example, the base unit 120 can be bolted to a fixed

structure such as a wall, floor, or ceiling. Alternatively, the base unit 120 can have a mass and a

geometry such that when base unit 120 is free-standing, it will support the robotic arm 128. In

some embodiments, the base unit 120 can include a moveable cart to provide easy movement

of the base unit 120 around the operating theater 100. In terms of providing control, the base

unit 120 can include mechanical controls (not shown), or electrical controls (not shown), or both.

For example, mechanical controls can include gears, cables or other motion transfer

mechanisms (not shown) connected to a motor. Other mechanical controls can also involve

hydraulics. Alternatively, in embodiments where a motor is disposed in the robotic arm 128 or

the robotic instrument 132, the base unit 120 can supply only electrical control signals to

operate the motors in the robotic arm 128 or the robotic instrument 132.

[00121] Referring again to Figure 1, the robotic arm 128 is generally configured to support

the robotic instrument 132. In terms of providing physical support, the robotic arm 128 is

mechanically structured to support the robotic instrument 132, and its associated movement.

For example, the robotic arm 128 is constructed such that it is rigid enough to be suspended

above the patient P. In addition, the robotic arm 128 can be configured so that robo tic

instrument 132 is positionable in relation to the base unit 120 and surface 112. For example,

the robotic arm 128 can include a moveable joint (not shown) for providing a pivotal degree of

freedom. In another example, the robotic arm 128 can include a rail system (not shown) for

linear movement of the robotic instrument 132. It will now be understood that the movement of

the robotic arm 128 is controlled by the base unit 120 through various controls described above.

[00122] In general terms, the robotic instrument 132 and its end-effector assembly 136 are

generally configured for performing MIS responsive to inputs from the input device 124

mediated by the base unit 120 and the robotic arm 128. However, it is to be re-emphasized that

the structure shown in Figure 1 is a schematic, non-limiting representation only. For example,

although only one robotic arm 128 is shown in Figure 1, it is to be understood that the surgical

system 108 can be modified to include a plurality of robotic arms 128, each robotic arm 128

having its own a separate robotic instrument 132 and separate end-effector assembly 136.

Furthermore, it is also to be understood that where the surgical system 108 includes a plurality



of robotic arms 128 with robotic instruments 132, each robotic arm 128 or robotic instrument

132 can have different structures. Indeed, a plurality of different configurations of robotic

instrument 132 are contemplated herein.

[00123] In use, the robotic instrument 32 is configured to provide the end-effector assembly

136 with at least one degree of freedom. A degree of freedom refers to an ability of an end-

effector assembly 136 to move according to a specific motion. For example, a degree of

freedom can include a rotation of the end-effector assembly 136 or a component thereof about a

single axis. Therefore, for each axis of rotation, the end-effector assembly 136 is said to have a

unique degree of freedom. Another example of a degree of freedom can include a translational

movement along a path. It will now be apparent that each additional degree of freedom

increases the versatility of the end-effector assembly 136. By providing more degrees of

freedom, it will be possible to position the end-effector assembly 136 in a wider variety of

positions or locations to, for example, reach around obstacles.

[00124] Referring to Figure 2 , an embodiment of the robotic instrument 132 is shown in

greater detail. It is to be understood that the robotic instrument 132 is purely exemplary and it

will be apparent to those skilled in the art that a variety of robotic instruments are contemplated

including other embodiments discussed in greater detail below. The robotic instrument 132

includes an end-effector assembly 136, an elongated element 140 and a drive assembly 144.

[00125] In the present embodiment, the end-effector assembly 136 is shown in Figure 3 . The

end-effector assembly 136 is generally configured to interact with the patient P during MIS. The

end-effector assembly 136 includes two working members 148 and 152. The end-effector

assembly 136 also includes a motion transfer mechanism. In the present embodiment, the

transfer mechanism is a gear 156 having a plurality of teeth. In particular, the gear 156 of the

present embodiment is a bevel gear. However, other embodiments may use other types of

gears. It is to be understood that the end-effector assembly 136, including the working

members 1 8 and 152, is not particularly limited to any material and that several different types

of materials are contemplated. The end-effector assembly 136 is typically constructed from

materials which can withstand the harsh conditions of a sterilization process carried out prior to

an actual surgery. Some examples of suitable materials include stainless steel, such as surgical

stainless steel, titanium, plastics, composites and other materials commonly used in surgical

instruments. The exact configuration of working members 148 and 152 is not particularly

limited. In the present embodiment shown in Figures 2-4, the working members 148 and 152

are the jaws of forceps. In other embodiments, the working members can be other surgical



instruments such as scissors, blades, graspers, clip appliers, staplers, retractors, clamps or bi¬

polar cauterizers or combinations thereof. Also, in other embodiments the end-effector

assembly may include a single working member such as imaging equipment, such as a camera

or light source, or surgical instruments such as scalpels, hooks, needles, catheters, spatulas or

mono-polar cauterizers.

[00126] Referring again to Figure 2 , the elongated element 140 extends between the end-

effector assembly 136 and the drive assembly 144. The elongated element 140 is generally

configured to support and control the end-effector assembly 136. It is to be understood that the

elongated element 140 is not particularly limited to any material and that several different types

of surgical-grade materials are contemplated. Examples of surgical grade materials include

surgical stainless steel, titanium, plastics, composites and other materials commonly used in

surgery, which in general can withstand sterilization. The elongated element 140 includes two

motion transfer mechanisms. In the present embodiment, the motion transfer mechanisms

include first and second gears 160 and 164 (Figure 4) each having a plurality of teeth and

disposed at opposite ends of the elongated element 140. The first gear 160 is configured to

mate with the gear 156 of the end-effector assembly 136. In certain embodiments, the

elongated element 140 is rigid, such that applying a rotational torque about an axis 168 at the

second gear 164 will cause the elongated element 140 to rotate without significant deformation

at the first gear 160. It will now be appreciated that the first gear 160 is configured to transfer

rotational motion of the elongated element 140 to the gear 156 of the end-effector assembly 136

to move the working member 148.

[00127] The drive assembly 144 of the present embodiment is shown in greater detail in

Figure 4 . The drive assembly 144 includes a motion transfer mechanism. In the present

embodiment, the transfer mechanism is a drive gear 172 having a plurality of teeth. The drive

gear 172 is configured to mate with the second gear 164 of the elongated element 140. It will

now be appreciated that the drive gear 172 is configured to transfer motion from the drive

assembly 144 to a rotational motion of the elongated element 140 about the axis 168 by

applying a rotational torque to the second gear 164 of the elongated element 140. The drive

gear 172 can be driven by various means, such as via an electric motor (not shown), hydraulics,

pneumatics, magnetic actuators or a piezoelectric motor. It will now be appreciated that the

motion used to rotate the drive gear 172 does not need to be a rotational motion and can be any

type of motion capable of applying a torque to rotate the drive gear 172.

[00128] In operation, the present embodiment of the robotic instrument 132 controls the



movement of the working member 148 of the end-effector assembly 136. A source of motion in

the drive assembly rotates the drive gear 172. The drive gear 172 engages the second gear

164 of the elongated element 140. Therefore, as the drive gear 172 is rotated, engagement to

second gear 164 of the elongated element 140 will cause the elongated element to rotate about

the axis 168. The rotation of the elongated element 140 will cause a corresponding rotation of

the first gear 160. The first gear 160 engages the gear 156 of the end-effector assembly 136.

Therefore, as the first gear 160 rotates, engagement to the gear 156 of the end-effector

assembly 136 will cause the working member 148 to pivot about a first axis 176 to open and

close the jaw. It will now be appreciated by a person skilled in the art with the benefit of this

description and the accompanying drawings that the working member 152 can be fixed or can

also be pivoted about the first axis 176. When the working member 152 is controlled by the

elongated element 140, rotating the elongated element 140 can cause the working members

148 and 152 to open or close. For example, if the first gear 160 engages both working

members 148 and 152 on opposite sides of the first gear 160, the first gear 160 can apply

opposite torques to working members 148 and 152 about the first axis 176. By applying

opposite torques, the working members 148 and 152 may be opened and closed by rotating the

elongated element 140. It is to be understood that when both working members 148 and 152

are controlled by the elongated element 140, the working members 148 and 152 will close at the

same position relative to the elongated element 140.

[00129] Therefore, in embodiments of end-effector assemblies comprising at least one jaw,

such as the present embodiment, the first motion is characterized by the rotation motion within

the same plane in which a jaw opens and closes.

[00130] It will now be appreciated that the first rotational motion provides a degree of

freedom which involves rotating the end-effector assembly 136 about a first axis 176. However,

it will now be appreciated that the first axis 176 will be substantially perpendicular to the axis

168 nearest to the first axis 176. In other words, the first axis 176 is not necessarily fixed with

respect to the surface 112 or the surgical system 108.

[00131] In general terms, the robotic instrument 132 is generally configured to transfer a

motion from a source in the drive assembly 144 to control the working member 148 of the en-

effector assembly 136. It is to be re-emphasized that the structure shown in Figures 2 to 4 is a

non-limiting representation only. Notwithstanding the specific example, it is to be understood

that other mechanically equivalent structures and motion transfer mechanisms can be devised

to perform the same function as the robotic instrument 132. For example, other motion transfer



mechanisms can include frictional engagement, belts, or cables or combinations thereof.

Furthermore, although the motion of the drive gear 172 is a rotational motion, it is not necessary

that this be a rotational motion as discussed above. Other types of motion, such as a linear

motion, are also contemplated. Furthermore, in some embodiments, the drive gear 172 and the

second gear 164 of the elongated element 140 may be omitted and the elongated element 140

may be directly driven by a motor.

[00132] Referring to Figures 5 to 9 , another embodiment of a robotic instrument 132a is

shown. Like components of the robotic instrument 132a bear like reference to their counterparts

in the robotic instrument 132, except followed by the suffix "a". The robotic instrument 132a

includes an end-effector assembly 136a, first and second elongated elements 140a and 180a

respectively, and a drive assembly 144a.

[00133] In the present embodiment, the end-effector assembly 136a is shown in greater

detail in Figure 6 . The end-effector assembly 136a is generally configured to interact with the

patient P during MIS. The end-effector assembly 136a includes two working members 148a

and 152a. The end-effector assembly 136a also includes two motion transfer mechanisms. In

the present embodiment, the transfer mechanisms are first and second gears 156a and 184a

each having a plurality of teeth. It is to be understood that the end-effector assembly 136a,

including the working members 148a and 152a, is not particularly limited to any material and

that several different types of materials are contemplated such as those contemplated for the

end-effector assembly 136. The exact configuration of working members 148a and 152a is not

particularly limited. In the present embodiment shown in Figures 5 to 9, the working members

148a and 152a are jaws of forceps. In other embodiments, the working members can be other

surgical instruments such as scissors, blades, graspers, clip appliers, staplers, retractors,

clamps or bi-polar cauterizers or combinations thereof. Also, in other embodiments the end-

effector assembly may include a single working member such as imaging equipment, such as a

camera or light source, or surgical instruments such as scalpels, hooks, needles, catheters,

spatulas or mono-polar cauterizers.

[00134] Referring to Figure 5, the first and second elongated elements 140a and 180a

extend between the end-effector assembly 136a and the drive assembly 144a. The first and

second elongated elements 140a and 180a are generally configured to support and control the

end-effector assembly 136a. It is to be understood that the first and second elongated elements

140a and 180a are not particularly limited to any one type material and that several different

types of surgical-grade materials are contemplated such as those contemplated for the



elongated element 140. The first and second elongated elements 140a and 180a each include

two motion transfer mechanisms. In the present embodiment, the motion transfer mechanisms

of the first elongated element 140a include first and second gears 160a and 164a each having a

plurality of teeth and disposed at opposite ends of the elongated element 140a. The first gear

160a is configured to mate with the first gear 156a of the end-effector assembly 136a. The

motion transfer mechanisms of the second elongated element 180a include first and second

gears 188a and 192a each having a plurality of teeth and each disposed at opposite ends of the

second elongated element 180a. The first gear 188a is configured to mate with the second gear

184a of the end-effector assembly 136a. In certain embodiments, the first and second

elongated elements 140a and 180a are each rigid, such that independently applying a rotational

torque about an axis 168a at the second gears 164a and 192a will cause the first and second

elongated elements 14 0a and 180a, respectively, to rotate independently from each other

without significant deformation. It will now be appreciated that the first gears 160a and 188a are

configured to transfer rotational motion of the first and second elongated elements 140a and

180a to the first and second gears 156a and 184a of the end-effector assembly 136a to move,

independently, the working members 148a and. 152a, respectively.

[00135] Referring to Figure 6 , the first gears 160a and 188a of the present embodiment are

sector gears. Using sector gears in the present embodiment permits both of the first gears 160a

and 188a to rotate within a range of angles in the same plane to independently control the

working members 148a and 152a. It is to be understood that the first gears 160a and 188a are

not limited to sector gears and that other other embodiments are contemplated. For example,

the first gears 160a and 188a can be modified to be other types of gears such as nested circular

gear racks.

[00136] Referring to Figure 8 , the drive assembly 1 4a of the present embodiment is shown

in greater detail in Figure 8 . The drive assembly 144 includes two motion transfer mechanisms.

In the present embodiment, the transfer mechanisms are first and second drive gears 172a and

196a, each having a plurality of teeth. The first and second drive gears 172a and 196a are

configured to mate with the gears 164a and 192a respectively. It will now be appreciated that

the first and second drive gears 172a and 196a are configured to transfer, independently,

motion from the drive assembly 144a to a rotational motion of the first and second elongated

elements 140a and 180a about the axis 168a, respectively, by applying a rotational torque to the

second gears 164a and 192a, respectively. The first and second drive gears 172a and 196a

can be driven, independently, by various means, such as those discussed above in connection



with drive assembly 144.

[00137] In operation, the present embodiment of the robotic instrument 132a controls the

movement of the working members 148a and 152a of the end-effector assembly 136a. A

source of motion in the drive assembly rotates the first and second drive gears 172a and 196a.

The first and second drive gears 172a and 196a engage the second gears 164a and 92a of the

elongated elements 140a and 180a, respectively. Therefore, as the drive gear 172a is rotated,

engagement to second gear 164a of the first elongated element 140a will cause the first

elongated element to rotate about the axis 168a. The rotation of the first elongated element

140a will cause a corresponding rotation of the first gear 160a. The first gear 160a engages

the first gear 156a of the end-effector assembly 136a. Therefore, as the first gear 160a rotates,

engagement to the first gear 156a of the end-effector assembly 136a will cause the working

member 148a to pivot about a first axis 176a. Similarly, as the drive gear 196a is rotated,

engagement to second gear 192a of the second elongated element 180a will cause the second

elongated element to rotate about the axis 168a. The rotation of the second elongated element

180a will cause a corresponding rotation of the first gear 188a. The first gear 188a engages

the second gear 184a of the end-effector assembly 136a. Therefore, as the first gear 188a

rotates, engagement to the second gear 184a of the end-effector assembly 136a will cause the

working member 152a to pivot about the first axis 176a.

[00138] It will now be appreciated by a person skilled in the art with the benefit of this

description and the accompanying drawings that, in the present embodiment, the working

members 148a and 152a can be pivoted about the first axis 176a independently to open and

close the jaw.

[00139] It will now be appreciated that the independent control of the working members 148a

and 152a provides an addition degree of freedom over the robotic instrument 132 which

involves rotating the working members 148a and 152a about the first axis 176a as shown in

Figure 9 . Therefore, the independent control of the working members 148a and 152a allows the

working members to open and close over a range of angles about the first axis 176a, whereas

the working members 148 and 152 were only able to open can close at a fixed angle.

[00140] Variations are contemplated. For example, although the present embodiment shows

the first and second elongated elements 140a and 180a are nested tubes, it is to be understood

that the embodiment is purely exemplary and it will be apparent to those skilled in the art that a

variety of different configurations of the first and second elongated elements 140a and 180a are

contemplated. For example, the first elongated element 140a can be modified such that it is not



a hollow tube. Furthermore, it is also contemplated that the second elongated element 180a

can be modified into a solid rod in some embodiments. In other embodiments, the first and

second elongated elements 140a and 180a, respectively, can be modified such that they are not

nested and instead are parallel and adjacent.

[00141] Referring to Figures 10 and 11, another embodiment of a robotic instrument 132b is

shown. Like components of the robotic instrument 132b bear like reference to their counterparts

in the robotic instruments 132 and 132a, except followed by the suffix "b". The robotic

instrument 132b includes an end-effector assembly 136b, first and second elongated elements

140b and 180b respectively, and a drive assembly (not shown).

[00142] The end-effector assembly 136b is generally configured to interact with the patient P

during MIS. The end-effector assembly 136b includes two working members 148b and 152b.

The end-effector assembly 136b also includes two motion transfer mechanisms. In the present

embodiment, the motion transfer mechanisms of the end-effector assembly 136b include a first

rotating element 157b and a second rotating element 185b. A first gear 156b and a second gear

184b, each gear having a plurality of teeth, are disposed on the first and second rotating

elements 157b and 185b, respectively. In the present embodiment, the motion transfer

mechanisms further include a first end-effector cable 158b and a second end-effector cable

186b which are engaged with first and second rotating elements 157b and 185b (coupled to the

first and second gears 156b and 184b, respectively) and the first and second working members

148b and 152b as shown in Figure 11. In the present embodiment, the first end-effector cable

158b and a second end-effector cable 186b are cables suitable for surgical applications. In

other embodiments, the first and second end-effector cables 158b and 186b can be modified to

be a belt or chain. The end-effector assembly 136b also includes a set screw 149b configured

to adjust the tension of the first and second end-effector cables 158b and 186b. Therefore, as

the first and second end-effector cables 158b and 186b wear and expand over time, the set

screw can be adjusted to maintain the required tension in the motion transfer mechanisms.

[00143] Referring to Figure 10, the first and second elongated elements 140b and

180bextend between the end-effector assembly 136b and the drive assembly (not shown). The

first and second elongated elements 140b and 180b are generally configured to support and

control the end-effector assembly 136b. The first and second elongated elements 140b and

180b each include a motion transfer mechanism. In the present embodiment, the motion

transfer mechanism of the first elongated element 140b includes a gear 160b having a plurality

of teeth disposed thereon. The gear 160b is configured to mate with the first gear 156b on the



first rotatable element 157b of the end-effector assembly 136b. The motion transfer mechanism

of the second elongated element 180b includes a gear 188b having a plurality of teeth 180b

disposed thereon. The gear 188b is configured to mate with the second gear 184b on the

second rotatable element 185b of the end-effector assembly 136b. It will now be appreciated

that the gears 160b and 188b are configured to transfer rotational motion of the first and second

elongated elements 140b and 180b to the first and second gears 156b and 184b to move,

independently, the first and second rotatable elements 157b and 185b, respectively. In turn the

first and second rotatable elements 157b and 185b apply tension to the first and second end-

effector cables 158b and 185b to move the working members 148b and 152b, respectively.

[00144] It will now be appreciated by a person skilled in the art with the benefit of this

description and the accompanying drawings that, in the present embodiment, the working

members 148b and 152b can be pivoted about the first axis 176b (shown in Figure 11)

independently to open and close the jaw. Furthermore, it will also now be appreciated that by

using first and second rotatable elements 157b and 185b in combination with the first and

second end-effector cables 58b and 186b, the range of motion of the first and second working

members 148b and 52b is increased compared with the embodiment shown in Figure 6 where

the gears 160a and 188a are sector gears.

[00145] Referring to Figures 12 to 16, another embodiment of a robotic instrument 132c is

shown. Like components of the robotic instrument 132c bear like reference to their counterparts

in the robotic arms 132 and 132a, except followed by the suffix "c". The robotic instrument 132c

includes an end-effector assembly 136c, first, second, and third elongated elements 140c, 180c,

and 200c respectively, and a drive assembly 1 4c.

[00146] In the present embodiment, the end-effector assembly 136c is shown in greater

detail in Figure 13. The end-effector assembly 136c is generally configured to interact with the

patient P during MIS. The end-effector assembly 136c includes two working members 148c and

152c. The end-effector assembly 136c also includes two motion transfer mechanisms. In the

present embodiment, the transfer mechanisms are first and second gears 156c and 184c each

having a plurality of teeth. It is to be understood that the end-effector assembly 136c, including

the working members 148c and 152c, is not particularly limited to any material and that several

different types of materials are contemplated such as those contemplated for the end-effector

assemblies 136 and 136a. The exact configuration of working members 148c and 152c is not

particularly limited. In the present embodiment shown in Figures 12 to 16, the working

members 148c and 152c are jaws of forceps.



[00147] Referring to Figures 12 and 13, the first, second, and third elongated elements 140c,

180c, and 200c extend between the end-effector assembly 136c and the drive assembly 144c.

The first, second, and third elongated elements 140c, 180c, and 200c are generally configured

to support and control the end-effector assembly 136c. It is to be understood that the first,

second, and third elongated elements 140c, 180c, and 200c are not particularly limited to any

one type material and that several different types of surgical-grade materials are contemplated

such as those contemplated for the elongated elements 140, 140a and 180a. The first and

second elongated elements 140c and 180c each include two motion transfer mechanisms. In

the present embodiment, the motion transfer mechanisms of the first elongated element 140c

include first and second gears 160c and 164c each having a plurality of teeth and disposed at

opposite ends of the elongated element 140c. The first gear 160c is configured to mate with the

first gear 156c of the end-effector assembly 136c. The motion transfer mechanisms of the

second elongated element 180c include first and second gears 188c and 192c each having a

plurality of teeth and each disposed at opposite ends of the second elongated element 180c.

The first gear 188c is configured to mate with the second gear 184c o f the end-effector

assembly 136c. The third elongated element 200c includes a motion transfer mechanism. In

the present embodiment, the motion transfer mechanism of the third elongated element 200c is

a gear 204c disposed the end of the third elongated element 200c proximate to the drive

assembly 144c. The opposite end 208c of the third elongated element 200c is connected to the

end-effector assembly 136c.

[00148] In certain embodiments, the first, second, and third elongated elements 140c, 180c,

and 200c are each rigid, such that independently applying a rotational torque about an axis

168c at the gears 164c, 192c, and 204c will cause the first, second, and third elongated

elements 140c, 180c, and 200c, respectively, to rotate independently from each other without

significant deformation. It will now be appreciated that the first gears 160c and 188c of the first

and second elongated elements 140c and 180c are configured to transfer rotational motion of

the first and second elongated elements to the first and second gears 156c and 184c of the end-

effector assembly 136c to move, independently, the working members 148c and 152c, all

respectively.

[00149] Referring to Figure 15, the drive assembly 144c of the present embodiment is shown

in greater detail in Figure 15. The drive assembly 144c includes three motion transfer

mechanisms. In the present embodiment, the transfer mechanisms are first, second, and third

drive gears 172c, 196c, and 212c each having a plurality of teeth. The first, second, and third



drive gears 172c, 196c, and 212c are configured to mate with the gears 164c, 192c, and 204c

respectively. It will now be appreciated that the first, second, and third drive gears 172c, 196c,

and 212c are configured to transfer, independently, motion from the drive assembly 144c to a

rotational motion of the first, second, and third elongated elements 140c, 180c, and 200c about

the axis 168c, respectively, by applying a rotational torque to the gears 164c, 192c, and 204c,

respectively. The first, second, and third drive gears 172c, 196c, and 212c can be driven,

independently, by various means, such as those discussed above in connection with drive

assemblies 144 and 144a.

[00150] In operation, the present embodiment of the robotic instrument 132c controls the

movement of the end-effector assembly 136c, which includes the movements of the working

members 148c and 152c. A source of motion in the drive assembly 144c rotates the first,

second, and third drive gears 172c, 196c, and 212c. The first, second, and third drive gears

172c, 196c, and 212c engage the gears 164c, 192c, and 204c of the first, second and third

elongated elements 140c, 180c, and 200c respectively. Therefore, as the drive gear 172c is

rotated, engagement to second gear 164c of the first elongated element 140c will cause the first

elongated element to rotate about the axis 168c. The rotation of the first elongated element

140c will cause a corresponding rotation of the first gear 160c. The first gear 160c engages the

first gear 156c of the end-effector assembly 136c. Therefore, as the first gear 160c rotates,

engagement to the first gear 156c of the end-effector assembly 136c will cause the working

member 148c to pivot about a first axis 176c. Similarly, as the drive gear 196c is rotated,

engagement to second gear 192c of the second elongated element 180c will cause the second

elongated element to rotate about the axis 168c. The rotation of the second elongated element

180c will cause a corresponding rotation of the first gear 188c. The first gear 188c engages the

second gear 184c of the end-effector assembly 136c. Therefore, as the first gear 188c rotates,

engagement to the second gear 184c of the end-effector assembly 136c will cause the working

member 152c to pivot about the first axis 176c. As the drive gear 212c is rotated, engagement

to gear 204c of the third elongated element 200c will cause the third elongated element to rotate

about the axis 168c. The rotation of the third elongated element 200c will cause a

corresponding rotation of the end 208c. Since the end 208c is connected to the end-effector

assembly 136c, rotation of the third elongated element 200c will cause the end-effector

assembly 136c to rotate about the axis 168c. It will now be appreciated by a person skilled in

the art with the benefit of this description and the accompanying drawings that, in the present

embodiment, the working members 148c and 152c can be pivoted about the first axis 176c

independently to open and close the jaw. It will also now be appreciated that since the end-



effector assembly 136c can be rotated about the axis 168c, the first axis 176c is not necessarily

fixed and can be rotated as well.

[00151] Referring to Figure16, it will now be appreciated that the independent rotation of the

end-effector assembly 136c provides an addition degree of freedom over the robotic instrument

132a which involves rotating the working members 148c and 152c about the axis 168c as

shown in Figure 16, where the axis 168c is shown in Figures 12, 14, and 15. Therefore,

independent control of the third elongated element 200c allows the working members 148c and

152c to reach over all angles about the axis 168c. This specific degree of freedom is referred to

as a roll motion. It is to be understood that variations are contemplated whereby the axis 168c

is not straight, such as the embodiment generally shown in Figure 24, which will be discussed

later as an embodiment where the elongated element can be bent.

[00152] Variations are contemplated. For example, although the present embodiment shows

the first, second, and third elongated elements 140c, 180c, and 200c are nested tubes, it is to

be understood that the embodiment is purely exemplary and it will be apparent to those skilled

in the art that a variety of different configurations of the first, second, and third elongated

elements 140c, 180c, and 200c are contemplated. In other embodiments, the first, second, and

third elongated elements 140c, 180c, and 200c, respectively, can be modified such that they are

not nested and instead are parallel and adjacent.

[00153] Referring to Figures 17 and 18, another embodiment of a robotic instrument 132d is

shown. Like components of the robotic instrument 132d bear like reference to their counterparts

in the robotic arms 132, 132a and 132d, except followed by the suffix "d". The robotic

instrument 132d includes an end-effector assembly 136d, first and second elongated elements

140d and 200d respectively, and a drive assembly 144d.

[00154] In the present embodiment, the end-effector assembly 136d is shown in greater

detail in Figure 18. The end-effector assembly 136d is generally configured to interact with the

patient P during MIS. The end-effector assembly 136d includes a working member 148d. The

end-effector assembly 136d also includes a motion transfer mechanism. In the present

embodiment, the transfer mechanism is a gear 156d having a plurality of teeth. It is to be

understood that the end-effector assembly 136d, including the working member 148d, is not

particularly limited to any material and that several different types of materials are contemplated

such as those contemplated for the end-effector assemblies 136, 136a, and 136c. The exact

configuration of the working member 148d is not particularly limited. In the present embodiment

shown in Figures 17 and 18, the working member 148d is a surgical blade capable of



cauterizing.

[00155] Referring again to Figures 17 and 18, the first and second elongated elements 1 0d

and 200d extend between the end-effector assembly 136d and the drive assembly 144d. The

first and second elongated elements 140d and 200d are generally configured to support and

control the end-effector assembly 136d. It is to be understood that the first and second

elongated elements 1 0d and 200d are not particularly limited to any one type material and that

several different types of surgical-grade materials are contemplated. The first elongated

element 140d includes two motion transfer mechanisms. In the present embodiment, the

motion transfer mechanisms of the first elongated element 140d include first and second gears

160d and 164d each having a plurality of teeth and disposed at opposite ends of the elongated

element 140d. The first gear 160d is configured to mate with the gear 156d of the end-effector

assembly 136d. The second elongated element 200d includes a motion transfer mechanism.

In the present embodiment, the motion transfer mechanism of the second elongated element

200d is a gear 204d disposed the end of the second elongated element 200d proximate to the

drive assembly 144d. The opposite end 208d o f the second elongated element 200d is

connected to the end-effector assembly 136d.

[00156] In the present embodiment, the robotic instrument 132d additionally includes an

electrical wire 216d extending through the first elongated element 140d to the working member

148d. The electrical wire 2 16d is generally configured to supply an electrical current to the

working member 148d. The electrical current can be used to generate heat at the working

member 148d to cauterize tissue when necessary. Although the present embodiment uses the

electrical wire 2 16d, the robotic instrument can modified to provide the same functionality

without an electrical wire. For example, the first elongated element 140d can be made of

stainless steel, which is electrically conductive. Therefore, the electrical conductivity of the first

elongated element 140d can be used in place of the electrical wire 2 16d.

[00157] In certain embodiments, the first and second elongated elements 140d and 200d are

each rigid, such that independently applying a rotational torque about an axis 168d at the gears

164d and 204d will cause the first and second elongated elements 1 0d and 200d, respectively,

to rotate independently from each other without significant deformation. It will now be

appreciated that the first gear 160d of the first elongated elements 140d is configured to transfer

rotational motion of the first elongated element 140d to the gear 156d of the end-effector

assembly 136d to move the working member 148d.

[00158] Referring again to Figures 17 and 18, the drive assembly 144d includes two motion



transfer mechanisms. In the present embodiment, the transfer mechanisms are first and

second drive gears 172d and 212d, each having a plurality of teeth. The first and second drive

gears 172d and 2 2d are configured to mate with the gears 164d and 204d respectively. It will

now be appreciated that the first and second drive gears 172a and 2 12d are configured to

transfer, independently, motion from the drive assembly 144d to a rotational motion of the first

and second elongated elements 140d and 200d about the axis 168d, respectively, by applying a

rotational torque to the second gears 164d and 204d, respectively. The first and second drive

gears 172d and 2 12d can be driven, independently, by various means, such as those discussed

above in connection with drive assemblies 144, 144a, and 144d.

[00159] In operation, the present embodiment of the robotic instrument 132d controls the

movement of the end-effector assembly 136d, which includes the movements of the working

member 148d. A source of motion in the drive assembly 144d rotates the first and second drive

gears 172d and 2 12d. The first and second drive gears 172d and 2 12d engage the gears 164d

and 204d of the first and second elongated elements 140d and 200d respectively. Therefore, as

the drive gear 172d is rotated, engagement to gear 164d of the first elongated element 140d will

cause the first elongated element to rotate about the axis 168d. The rotation of the first

elongated element 140d will cause a corresponding rotation of the first gear 160d. The gear

160d engages the gear 156d of the end-effector assembly 136d. Therefore, as the gear 160d

rotates, engagement to the gear 156d of the end-effector assembly 136d will cause the working

member 148d to pivot about a first axis 176d. Similarly, as the drive gear 212d is rotated,

engagement to gear 204d of the second elongated element 200d will cause the second

elongated element to rotate about the axis 168d. The rotation of the second elongated element

200d will cause a corresponding rotation of the end 208d. Since the end 208d is connected to

the end-effector assembly 136d, rotation of the second elongated element 200d will cause the

end-effector assembly 136d to rotate about the axis 168d. It will now be appreciated by a

person skilled in the art with the benefit of this description and the accompanying drawings that,

in the present embodiment, the working member 148d can be pivoted about the first axis 176d

independently from the rotation of the end-effector assembly 136d.

[00160] Variations are contemplated. For example, although the present embodiment shows

a single working member 148d, the robotic instrument 132d can be modified to include a

different number of working members. For example, previous embodiments show variations

including two working members. However, the number of working members are not limited to

two and a larger number of working members are contemplated.



[00161] Referring to Figure 19, another embodiment of a robotic instrument 132e is shown.

Like components of the robotic instrument 132e bear like reference to their counterparts, except

followed by the suffix "e". The robotic instrument 132e includes an end-effector assembly 136e,

first and second elongated elements 140e and 180e respectively, and a drive assembly (not

shown).

[00162] Each elongated element 0e and 180e include a flexible portion disposed generally

at 220e. The flexible portion allows for coarse motion of the elongated elements 140e and

180e, which provides even more degrees of freedom to the robotic instrument 132e. The

flexible portion can be provided by using laser cutting techniques on the first and second

elongated elements 140e and 180. The first and second laser cut elongated elements 140e and

180 may be obtained from Pulse Systems (Concord, California, U.S.A.) using uncut stainless

steel tubes from VitaNeedle (Needham, Massachusetts, U.S.A.). By laser cutting a stainless

steel tube, it has been found that the flexibility of the stainless steel tube dramatically increases

without compromising the rotational rigidity. Therefore, the laser cut stainless steel tubes have

been shown to work well for providing flexibility, while still being effective at transferring

rotational motion from a drive assembly to the end-effector assembly 136e. Although the laser

cutting is shown in Figure 19 to have produced spiral scores 224e and 228e on the first and

second elongated elements 140e and 180e, respectively, variations are contemplated. It will

now be appreciated that different laser cut patterns can have different characteristics and that

the cut pattern selected depends on various factors.

[00163] It is also contemplated that other ways of providing a flexible portion can be used.

For example, the composition of the elongated elements 140e and 180e can be varied such that

a portion of each elongated element 140e and 180e is more flexible than other portions.

[00164] Figures 20 and 2 1 provide view of another exemplary robotic instrument 132f and its

associated end-effector assembly 136f. The robotic instrument 132f includes an end-effector

assembly 136f and an elongated element 140f. The end-effector assembly 136f is configured

for another degree of freedom. The rotational motion shown in Figure 20 is a degree of freedom

which involves rotating the end-effector assembly 136f about the second axis 232f. In some

embodiments, the second axis 232f is perpendicular to the first axis 176f to provide the robotic

instrument 132f with the greatest range of motion. However, it is not essential that the second

axis 232f be perpendicular to the first axis 176f. For example, similar to some of the previously

discussed embodiments, the first axis 176f can be rotatable relative to the second axis 232f.

[00165] Figure 2 1 shows another degree of freedom involving a longitudinal translation



motion allowing the robotic instrument 132f to be translated along axis 168f. For example, this

allows the robotic instrument 132f to enter and penetrate deeper into the body, or be retracted.

Unlike the other degrees of freedom discussed, this translational degree of freedom is provided

by a system on the robotic arm 128. For example, the robotic arm can include a z-rail system

(not shown) for moving the entire robotic instrument 132f.

[00166] Figures 22 and 23 provide view of another exemplary robotic instrument 132g and its

associated end-effector assembly 136g. The robotic instrument 132g includes an end-effector

assembly 136g and an elongated element 140g. The end-effector assembly 136g is configured

for another degree of freedom similar to the end-effector assembly 136f.

[00167] Figure 23 shows another degree of freedom involving a longitudinal translation

motion allowing the robotic instrument 132g to be translated along axis 168g. For example, this

allows the robotic instrument 132g to enter and penetrate deeper into the body, or be retracted.

For example, the robotic arm can include a z-rail system (not shown) for moving the entire

robotic instrument 132g.

[00168] It is to be understood that degrees of freedom allow for a range of movements for

facilitating MIS. Variations are contemplated and additional degrees of freedom not discussed

in this application can be added. For example, the robotic instrument 132f can be externally

moved using the robotic arm 128 or other suitable means. Therefore, the motion of the robotic

arm 128 can move the end-effector assembly 136f over a large distance as an additional degree

of freedom.

[00169] Referring to Figure 24, another embodiment of a robotic instrument 132h is shown.

Like components of the robotic arm 132h bear like reference to their counterparts, except

followed by the suffix "h". The robotic instrument 132h includes an end-effector assembly 136h,

first, second, and third elongated elements (not shown) encased in a cover 240h, and a drive

assembly 144h. In this particular embodiment, the robotic instrument 132h includes a flexible

portion 220h configured to provide coarse motion proximate to the end-effector assembly 36h.

The flexible portion 220h is located between the cover 240h and the end-effector assembly

136h.

[00170] The flexible portion 220h includes first and second subsections 244h and 248h.

Each of the first and second subsections 244h and 248h is generally configured to bend within

first and second coarse motion planes, respectively. It is to be understood that the first, second,

and third elongated elements (not shown) are consequently bent when the first and second



subsections 244h and 248h are bent such that the first, second, and third elongated elements

can independently rotate while bent. Furthermore, the motion of the first subsection 244h and

the second subsection 248h are independent such that one or both of the first and second

subsections may be bent independently. Therefore, it is to be understood that the coarse motion

of the robotic instrument 132h can be controlled using a set of at least one course motion

adjustment cable 236h for each of subsection 244h and 248h by independently adjusting the

tension of each set of at least one course motion adjustment cable.

[00171] Referring again to Figure 24, in the present embodiment, the first and second coarse

motion planes are substantially perpendicular to each other. However, it is to be appreciated

that the first and second coarse motion planes do not need to be perpendicular to each other

and can be at any angle in some embodiments. Furthermore, the exact configuration of first

and second subsections 244h and 248h is not particularly limited. In the present embodiment,

there are two subsections 244h and 248h. In other embodiments, it is to be understood that the

flexible portion 220h can be modified to include more subsections to provide more coarse

motion planes within which subsections of the flexible portion 220h can bend. In addition, the

subsections need not be place adjacent to each other. Alternatively, it is also to be understood

that the flexible portion 220h can be modified to include only one subsection to provide a single

coarse motion plane.

[00172] In addition, the robotic instrument 132h includes an outer cover 240h. It is to be

appreciated that the outer cover 240h can be rigid to provide support for the elongated elements

(not shown) within the outer cover. In addition, the plurality of coarse motion adjustment cables

236h can be disposed within the outer cover 240h in a pace between the inside wall of the outer

cover and the elongated elements. By placing the coarse motion adjustment cables 236h

behind an outer cover, it is to be understood that wear on the cables is reduced. Furthermore,

in the embodiment shown in Figure 24, the outer cover 240h is fixed. That is, the outer cover

240h does not rotate. It will now be appreciated that when the robotic instrument 132t is

inserted inside the patient P, the outer cover 240h reduces the chance of the robotic instrument

132h getting caught on something to cause damage.

[00173] It will now be appreciated that each subsection 244h and 248h will provide an

additional degree of freedom. Referring back to Figure 24, it will also now be apparent that the

first and second subsections 244h and 248h add two more degrees of freedom to the robotic

instrument 132h. Therefore, the robotic instrument 132h includes six degrees of freedom. The

six degrees of freedom include the roll about the axis 168h (where the first, second, and third



elongated elements rotate concurrently), rotation of the end-effector assembly 136h about a

second axis 232h, rotation of a first working member 148h about a first axis 176h, rotation of a

second working member 152h about the first axis 176h, the bending of the first subsection 244h

and the bending of the second subsection 248h. In addition, the entire robotic instrument 132h

can be moved on a rail system (not shown) to provide a seventh degree of freedom.

[00174] It is to be understood that by moving the first and second working members 148h

and 152h together by rotating the first and second elongated elements, the working members

148h and 152h can rotate together about the first axis 176h such that the working members

148h and 152h can open and close over a range of angles about the first axis 176h.

Furthermore, it will also be appreciated that to change the angle about the first axis 176h at

which the working members 148h and 152h open and close, the first and second elongated

elements rotate at a different amount compared with the third elongated element. This different

amount is called a delta and can be adjusted to control the movement of the end effector

assembly 136h relative to the robotic instrument 132h.

[00175] Referring to Figure 25, another embodiment of a robotic instrument 132i is shown.

Like components of the robotic arm 132i bear like reference to their counterparts, except

followed by the suffix "i". The robotic instrument 132i includes an end-effector assembly 136i,

first, second, and third elongated elements (not shown) encased in a cover 240 , and a drive

assembly 144i. In this particular embodiment, the robotic instrument 132i includes a flexible

portion 220i configured to provide coarse motion proximate to the end-effector assembly 36i in

a similar manner to the flexible portion 220h in the robotic instrument 132h. The flexible portion

220 is located between the cover 240 and the end-effector assembly 136L The end-effector

assembly 136i is similar to the end-effector assembly 136b described. Therefore, the robotic

instrument 132i shown in Figure 23 adds coarse motion to the end-effector assembly 136b.

[00176] Referring again to Figure 22, it will now be appreciated that if the roll motion rotates

the first axis 176g relative to the second axis 232g, the robotic instrument 132g would have

positions where the first axis 176g can be parallel to the second axis 232g. However, in the

embodiment shown in Figure 25, the roll motion rotates both the first axis 176i and the second

axis 232i by having the rotation occur between the flexible portion 220 and the second axis

232i. Therefore, the angle between the first axis 176h and the second axis 232i remains fixed.

In the present embodiment, the angle between the first axis 176i and the second axis 232i is

maintained at 90 degrees. However, in other embodiments, the angle can be greater or smaller

than 90 degrees.



[00177] Therefore, it is to be understood that many combinations, variations and subsets of

the embodiments and teachings herein are contemplated. As a non-limiting example, the

robotic instrument 132d can be modified with the variation described in relation to the robotic

instrument 132g to provide for coarse motion in the robotic instrument 132d. As another non-

limiting example, the robotic instrument 132 can be modified with the variation described in

relation to the robotic instrument 132d to provide cauterizing functionality to the robotic

instrument 132.

[00178] While specific embodiments have been described and illustrated, such embodiments

should be considered illustrative only and should not serve to limit the accompanying claims.



What is claimed is:

1. An apparatus for controlling an end-effector assembly, the apparatus comprising:

a first elongated element having a first end and a second end, the first end of the first

elongated element configured to engage the end-effector assembly and the

second end of the first elongated element configured to engage a drive

assembly;

a first motion transfer mechanism disposed at the first end of the first elongated

element, the first motion transfer mechanism configured to transfer a rotational

motion of the first elongated element to a first motion of the end-effector

assembly; and

a second motion transfer mechanism disposed at the second end of the first

elongated element, the second motion transfer mechanism configured to transfer

a first motion of the drive assembly to the rotational motion of the first elongated

element.

2 . The apparatus of claim , further comprising a second elongated element having first

and second ends, wherein the first end of the second elongated element is configured to

engage the end-effector assembly and the second end of the second elongated element

is configured to engage the drive assembly.

3 . The apparatus of claim 2 , wherein the second elongated element is configured to adjust

a roll of the end-effector assembly.

4 . The apparatus of claim 2 , further comprising:

a third motion transfer mechanism disposed at the first end of the second elongated

element, the third motion transfer mechanism configured to transfer a rotational

motion of the second elongated element to a second motion of the end-effector

assembly; and



a fourth motion transfer mechanism disposed at the second end of the second

elongated element, the fourth motion transfer mechanism configured to transfer a

second motion of the drive assembly to the rotational motion of the second

elongated element.

5 . The apparatus of any one of claims 1 to 4 , wherein the first elongated element

comprises a first tube.

6 . The apparatus of any one of claims 2 to 5 , wherein the second elongated element

comprises a second tube.

7 . The apparatus of claim 6 , wherein the first elongated element is nested within the

second tube.

8 . The apparatus of claim 7 , wherein the first elongated element is configured to rotate

independently from the second tube.

9 . The apparatus of any one of claims 1 to 8 , wherein the first motion transfer mechanism

of the first elongated element comprises a plurality of teeth.

10 . The apparatus of claim 9 , wherein the plurality of teeth of the first elongated element is

configured to mate with a first plurality of teeth of the end-effector assembly.

11. The apparatus of any one of claims 4 to 10, insofar as it depends on claim 4 , wherein

the third motion transfer mechanism of the second elongated element comprises a

plurality of teeth.

12. The apparatus of claim 11, wherein the plurality of teeth of the second elongated

element is configured to mate with a second plurality of teeth of the end-effector

assembly.

13. The apparatus of any one of claims 1 to 12, wherein the first elongated element

comprises a flexible portion.



14. The apparatus of any one of claims 1 to 13, wherein the first elongated element

comprises stainless steel.

15. The apparatus of claim 13 or 14, insofar as it depends on claim 13, wherein the flexible

portion of the first elongated element is laser cut to increase flexibility.

16. The apparatus of any one of claims 2 to 15, insofar as it depends on claim 2 , wherein

the second elongated element comprises a flexible portion.

17. The apparatus of any one of claims 2 to 16, insofar as it depends on claim 2 , wherein

the second elongated element comprises stainless steel.

18. The apparatus of claim 16 or 17, insofar as it depends on claim 16, wherein the flexible

portion of the second elongated element is laser cut to increase flexibility.

19. The apparatus of any one of claims 4 to 18, insofar as it depends on claim 4 , further

comprising a third elongated element having first and second ends, wherein the first end

of the third elongated element is configured to engage the end-effector assembly and

the second end of the third elongated element is configured to engage the drive

assembly.

20. The apparatus of claim 19, wherein the third elongated element is configured to adjust a

roll of the end-effector assembly.

2 1. The apparatus of claim 19 or 20, wherein the third elongated element comprises a third

tube.

22. The apparatus of claim 2 1, wherein the first and second elongated elements are nested

within the third tube.

23. The apparatus of claim 22, wherein the first elongated element is configured to rotate

independently from the third tube.

24. The apparatus of any one of claims 1 to 23, wherein the apparatus is configured to

provide a coarse motion proximate to the end-effector assembly.



25. The apparatus of claim 24, further comprising a plurality of cables to control the coarse

motion.

26. The apparatus of any one of claims 1 to 25, further comprising a rigid outer cover.

27. The apparatus of claim 26, wherein the rigid outer cover is fixed.

28. The apparatus of claim 26 or 27, insofar as it depends on claim 25, wherein the plurality

of cables is disposed between the rigid outer cover and the first elongated element.

29. The apparatus of any one of claims 5 to 28, insofar as it depends on claim 5 , further

comprising an electrical wire extending through the first tube.

30. The apparatus of any one of claims 1 to 29, wherein at least one elongated element is

electrically conductive.

3 . An end-effector assembly comprising:

a first working member configured to engage a first elongated element; and

a motion transfer mechanism disposed on the first working member, the motion

transfer mechanism configured to transfer a rotational motion of the first

elongated element to a motion of the first working member.

32. The end-effector assembly of claim 3 , further comprising a connector, the connector

configured to connect to a second elongated element, wherein the second elongated

element provides a rotational motion to adjust a roll of the end-effector assembly.

33. The end-effector assembly of claim 3 1, further comprising:

a second working member configured to engage a second elongated element; and

a motion transfer mechanism disposed on the second working member, the motion

transfer mechanism configured to transfer a rotational motion of the second

elongated element to a motion of the second working member.



34. The end-effector assembly of claim 31, 32 or 33, wherein the motion transfer mechanism

of the first working member comprises a plurality of teeth.

35. The end-effector assembly of claim 34, wherein the plurality of teeth of the first working

member is configured to mate with a plurality of teeth of the first elongated element.

36. The end-effector assembly of claim 33, 34 or 35, insofar as it depends on claim 33,

wherein the motion transfer mechanism of the second working member comprises a

plurality of teeth.

37. The end-effector assembly of claim 36, wherein the plurality of teeth of the second

working member is configured to mate with a plurality of teeth of the second elongated

element.

38. The end-effector assembly of any one of claims 3 1 to 37, wherein the first working

member comprises a first jaw.

39. The end-effector assembly of claim 38, wherein the motion of the first working member

comprises opening and closing the first jaw.

40. The end-effector assembly of any one of claims 33 to 39, insofar as it depends on claim

33, wherein the second working member comprises a second jaw.

41. The end-effector assembly of claim 40, wherein the motion of the second working

member comprises opening and closing the second jaw.

42. A drive assembly configured to connect to a rotatable elongated element, the drive

assembly comprising:

a drive mechanism configured to engage the rotatable elongated element; and

a motion transfer mechanism disposed on the drive mechanism, the motion transfer

mechanism configured to transfer a motion of the drive mechanism to a rotational

motion of the rotatable elongated element.



43. The drive assembly of claim 42, wherein the motion transfer mechanism comprises a

plurality of teeth.

44. The apparatus of claim 43, wherein the plurality of teeth is configured to mate with a

plurality of teeth of the rotatable elongated element.

45. The drive assembly of any one of claims 42 to 44, wherein the drive mechanism

comprises an electric motor.

46. A robotic instrument having first and second ends, the robotic instrument comprising:

an end-effector assembly disposed at the first end of the robotic instrument, the end-

effector assembly comprising a first working member;

a drive assembly disposed at the second end of the robotic instrument; and

a first elongated element having a first end and a second end, the first end of the first

elongated element engaged with the end-effector assembly and the second end

of the first elongated element engaged with a drive assembly such that rotation of

the first elongated element causes the first working member of the end-effector

assembly to move.

47. The robotic instrument of claim 46, further comprising a second elongated element

having first and second ends, the first end of the second elongated element is engaged

with the end-effector assembly and the second end of the second elongated element is

engaged with the drive assembly.

48. The robotic instrument of claim 47, wherein rotation of the second elongated element

adjusts a roll of the end-effector assembly.

49. The robotic instrument of claim 47, wherein the end-effector assembly further comprises

a second working member, and wherein rotation of the second elongated element

causes the second working member of the end-effector assembly to move.



50. The robotic instrument of any one of claims 46 to 49, wherein the first elongated element

comprises a first tube.

51. The robotic instrument of any one of claims 47 to 50, wherein the second elongated

element comprises a second tube.

52. The robotic instrument of claim 51, wherein the first elongated element is nested within

the second tube.

53. The robotic instrument of any one of claims 46 to 52, wherein the first elongated element

is connected to the end-effector assembly with a gear mechanism.

54. The robotic instrument any one of claims 49 to 53, insofar as it depends on claim 49,

wherein the second elongated element is connected to the end-effector assembly with a

gear mechanism.

55. The robotic instrument any one of claims 46 to 54, wherein the first elongated element

comprises a flexible portion.

56. The robotic instrument any one of claims 46 to 55, wherein the first elongated element

comprises stainless steel.

57. The robotic instrument claim 55 or 56, insofar as it depends on claim 55, wherein the

flexible portion of the first elongated element is laser cut to increase flexibility.

58. The robotic instrument any one of claims 47 to 57, insofar as it depends on claim 47,

wherein the second elongated element comprises a flexible portion.

59. The robotic instrument any one of claims 47 to 58, insofar as it depends on claim 47,

wherein the second elongated element comprises stainless steel.

60. The robotic instrument of claim 58 or 59, insofar as it depends on claim 58, wherein the

flexible portion of the second elongated element is laser cut to increase flexibility.



61. The robotic instrument of any one of claims 49 to 60, insofar as it depends on claim 49,

further comprising a third elongated element having first and second ends, wherein the

first end of the third elongated element is configured to engage the end-effector

assembly and the second end of the third elongated element is configured to engage the

drive assembly.

62. The robotic instrument of claim 61, wherein the third elongated element is configured to

adjust a roll of the end-effector assembly.

63. The robotic instrument of claim 6 1 or 62, wherein the third elongated element comprises

a third tube.

64. The robotic instrument of claim 63, wherein the first and second elongated elements are

nested within the third tube.

65. The robotic instrument of any one of claims 46 to 64, wherein the robotic instrument is

configured to provide a coarse motion proximate to the end-effector assembly.

66. The robotic instrument of claim 65, further comprising a plurality of cables to control the

coarse motion.

67. The robotic instrument of any one of claims 46 to 66, further comprising a rigid outer

cover.

68. The robotic instrument of claim 67, wherein the rigid outer cover is fixed.

69. The robotic instrument of claim 68 or 68, insofar as it depends on claim 67, wherein the

plurality of cables is disposed between the rigid outer cover and the first elongated

element.

70. The robotic instrument of any one of claims 50 to 69, insofar as it depends on claim 50,

further comprising an electrical wire extending through the first tube.

7 1. The robotic instrument of any one of claims 46 to 70, wherein at least one elongated

element is electrically conductive.



72. The robotic instrument of any one of claims 5 1 to 71, further comprising a fixed outer

cover.

73. A method for controlling an end-effector assembly at the end of a robotic instrument, the

method comprising:

rotating a first elongated element using a drive assembly, wherein the first elongated

element is engaged with the drive assembly; and

transferring a rotational motion of the first elongated element to move a first working

member of the end-effector assembly.

74. The method of claim 73, further comprising rotating a second elongated element using

the drive assembly, wherein the second elongated element is engaged with the drive

assembly.

75. The method of claim 74, wherein rotating the second elongated element adjusts a roll of

the end-effector assembly.

76. The method of claim 74, wherein rotating the second elongated element moves a

second working member of the end-effector assembly.

77. The method of any one of claims 73 to 76, wherein rotating a first elongated element

comprises rotating a first tube.

78. The method of any one of claims 74 to 77, wherein rotating a second elongated element

comprises rotating a second tube.

79. The method of claim 78, wherein the first elongated element is nested within the second

tube.

80. The method of any one of claims 73 to 79, further comprising flexing a flexible portion of

the first elongated element.



8 1 . The method of any one of claims 73 to 80, wherein the first elongated element

comprises stainless steel.

82. The method of claim 80 or 81, insofar as it depends on claim 80, wherein the flexible

portion of the first elongated element is laser cut to increase flexibility.

83. The method of any one of claims 74 to 82, insofar as it depends on claim 74, further

comprising flexing a flexible portion of the second elongated element.

84. The method of any one of claims 74 to 83, insofar as it depends on claim 74, wherein

the second elongated element comprises stainless steel.

85. The method of claim 83 or 84, insofar as it depends on claim 83, wherein the flexible

portion of the second elongated element is laser cut to increase flexibility.

86. The method of any one of claims 76 to 85, insofar as it depends on claim 76, further

comprising rotating a third elongated element using the drive assembly, wherein the third

elongated element is engaged with the drive assembly and wherein rotating the third

elongated element adjusts a roll of the end-effector assembly.

87. The method of claim 86, wherein the third elongated element comprises a third tube.

88. The method of claim 87, wherein the first and second elongated elements are nested

within the third tube.

89. The method of any one of claims 73 to 88, further comprising controlling a coarse motion

of the first end of the first elongated element.

90. The method of claim 89, wherein controlling comprises applying tension to a plurality of

cables.
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